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ABSTRACT

Using AI machine learning (ML) models to predict stocks is a topic that has already been studied by the stock market research community. However, two ML methods have not been analyzed in the current literature regarding stock prediction: the decision tree regression analysis and the related company training data approach. Thus, this study will utilize both of these unfamiliar stock prediction methods to predict Microsoft’s stock returns. To begin with, the company data of Microsoft’s biggest partners and competitors were imported from YahooFinance; this data was then used to form all the features for the stock prediction model (mean, standard deviation, price gaps, etc.). Next, the machine learning model was created using Python's Decision Tree Regressor method; the model was trained using data before 10/1/2001 and tested using data after 10/1/2001. Through repeatedly testing this model, hyperparameter tuning was performed to determine the model's best features and max depth for predicting Microsoft’s stock returns. In the end, the final prediction model reached a percentage accuracy (percentage of times correctly predicting stock return's direction) of 56.68%, and the plot (net returns using model vs. historical net returns) showed that model use resulted in more consistent and significantly higher net Microsoft stock returns. Therefore, this study demonstrated that both the Decision Tree Regressor and the related company training data approach are successful machine learning methods in predicting Microsoft's stock returns. However, further research is required to extend this study's results to other companies and/or different stock metrics.

Introduction

In modern investors’ eyes, historical data alone is not enough to sufficiently predict stock market trends (Khan et al., 2020). As a result, the current literature on stock market prediction has shifted its focus to machine learning models, using different types of ML methods to predict variations in stock metrics (Abe & Nakayama, 2018; Biswas et al., n.d.; Carta et al., 2020; Sheth & Shah, 2023; Umer et al., 2019). For instance, researchers studied the effectiveness of various stock price prediction models by testing 5 different ML methods: Long Short Term Memory, Extreme Gradient Boosting, Linear Regression, Moving Average, and Last Value (Biswas et al., n.d.). Similarly, a study conducted in 2011 compared the effectiveness of Artificial Neural Network, Support Vector Machine, and Long Short-Term Memory as ML methods in stock prediction (Sheth & Shah, 2023). On the other hand, multiple studies analyzed how Deep Learning could be implemented in successfully predicting variations in stock metrics (Abe & Nakayama, 2018; Carta et al., 2020), while a study in 2019 utilized the Linear Regression method of machine learning to forecast Amazon, Apple and Google stocks (Umer et al., 2019). From existing journals and studies, it is clear that many types of machine learning methods have been used in the stock market prediction field; however, not one of these studies tested a well-known ML method in Python: Decision Tree Regression (AnkanDas22, 2023). In fact, the only article in the current literature that examined a Decision Tree Regressor in relation to predicting stock price fluctuations was an unpublished, paper
presentation at an International Conference Proceeding (Karim et al., 2021). Therefore, the Decision Tree Regression ML stock prediction method exhibits an evident lack of study in the existing literature. However, to distinguish itself from even the unpublished conference proceedings, this study will use a Decision Tree Regressor to predict the variations in stock returns, not stock prices, of Microsoft, a widely known technological company that is still a strong buy in the current stock market community (Investor Express, 2023). Also, because the direction of stock metrics (positive or negative) is the most valuable factor in predicting stock trends (Kumar et al., 2011), this study’s measurement of accuracy will be the percentage of times the Decision Tree Regressor correctly predicts the direction of Microsoft’s stock returns.

Although this study’s machine learning method and measurement of accuracy have all been determined, the specific data being used to train the model’s stock prediction has not been established. Thus, training data methods for ML stock prediction in the current literature must be further examined. For starters, two journal articles studying non-machine learning methods of stock prediction used within-industry variables and aggregate output/rate as the primary data for their stock prediction models (Asness et al., 2000; Balvers et al., 1990). In contrast, researchers of a 2019 study analyzed the effects of adding the community’s views and the political situation in ML stock prediction models (Khan et al., 2019). Two modern journals predicting market trends in Microsoft’s stocks inputted Twitter data in machine learning models to successfully forecast movements in Microsoft stock prices (Koukaras et al., 2022; Vu et al., 2012). Lastly, researchers examining the impact of social variables on ML stock prediction found that both social media and financial news data significantly increased the accuracy of machine learning models’ stock predictions (Khan et al., 2020). As a whole, the current literature has already extensively analyzed the success of using multiple stock metrics data to predict variations in stock market trends. However, no existing study nor journal has used related companies’ stock data (companies’ competitors and partners) as the primary data source for stock prediction models, that of which has already been shown to exhibit strong associations with stock trends (Harper, 2022). Therefore, this study will use the stock data of Microsoft’s closely related companies to train the Decision Tree Regression model in accurately predicting Microsoft’s stock returns.

Methods

Data Source

All the data used in this study came from public data from Microsoft and well-known technology companies associated with Microsoft. For starters, Microsoft’s own company data was immediately inputted into the model, as this data was used as the base of the model. Next, the company data of Microsoft’s biggest competitors and partners (Apple, Google, IBM, Samsung, SAP SE, Oracle, Fortinet, Salesforce, HubSpot, Adobe, and Managed Solutions) were all inputted into the ML stock prediction model; the independent and collaborative effects of each of these companies was then observed. In the end, only the competitors: Apple, Google, and IBM and the partners: Fortinet and HubSpot, were kept in the final model, for their cumulative effects on the model exceeded all other related company data combinations.

Retrieving the Data

All data was imported from YahooFinance using the yFinance package. A dataframe named crypto_data was created (using the pandas class) to store both Microsoft’s independent company data as well as the individual data of all the related companies. Then, a new data frame was created for each individual company with an identifiable name to store and later access the databases of each company (e.g., dataframe named ibm stored all...
of IBM’s stock data). For all the companies used in this model, data was retrieved from the date, January 1st, 2020, up until the most recently accessible data.

Variables

Variables Directly from Data
The first variables created to test in the stock prediction model were retrieved directly from the company databases imported from YFinance. These variables included Opening Price, Closing Price, Adjusted Closing Price, Volume, Daily High Price, and Daily Low Price. For each of these company databases, these basic variables were labeled respectively and tested in the Decision Tree Regression model.

Created Variables
Each company database also had a set of variables created by combining multiple existing variables in the company database. For instance, Yesterday’s Return for each company stock was calculated by dividing the Adjacent Close by the Adjacent Close a day earlier and then subtracting one (Piepenbreier, 2022). The Mean and Standard Deviation of the Return over the last 10 and 20 days were calculated by finding the rolling mean and std of the return and shifting by 1. Some other created variables included the Mean of the Last 10 Days Weighted, Yesterday’s Volume, Mean Volume of Last 10 Days, Mean Volume of Last 20 Days, and Price Gaps (calculated by subtracting Opening Price shifted by one from Closing Price shifted by one). Every created variable was applied to each company and labeled in correspondence with the respective company database.

Combination Variables
Over the course of this study, hundreds of combination variables were formed by combining basic and created variables, but after extensive hyperparameter tuning, only 11 of these combination variables proved beneficial to the stock predictor model. These variables included: 1) Microsoft Mean Last 10 Days divided by Microsoft Mean Last 20 Days; 2) Apple Mean Last 10 Days divided by Apple Mean Last 20 Days; 3) Microsoft Mean Last 10 Days divided by Microsoft Yesterday’s Volume; 4) Microsoft Price Gaps divided by Microsoft Yesterday’s Volume; 5) IBM Mean Last 10 Days divided by IBM Mean Last 20 Days; 6) IBM Standard Deviation Last 10 Days divided by IBM Standard Deviation Last 20 days; 7) Fortinet Standard Deviation Last 10 Days divided by Fortinet Standard Deviation Last 20 days; 8) Fortinet Yesterday Return divided by Fortinet Mean Last 10 Days; 9) Fortinet Mean Last 10 Days divided by Fortinet Yesterday Volume; 10) Fortinet Price Gaps divided by Fortinet Yesterday Volume; and 11) HubSpot Mean Last 10 Days divided by HubSpot Yesterday Volume.

Model

Preparing Model
To form the stock prediction model, new databases for training and testing the model had to be created. First, a new database named for_model was formed to store all the features in crypto_data converted to datetime. Next, I created training and testing databases, where the training database would be used to fit (train) the prediction model while the testing database would be used to make (test) the actual predictions. The training database contained all the data in for_model before October 1st, 2021, while the testing database contained all the data in for_model after October 1st, 2021. Because the independent and dependent variables must be separated to train and predict a Decision Tree Regressor, both the training and testing databases were divided into x_train,
\(y_{\text{train}}, x_{\text{test}}, \text{and } y_{\text{test}}. X_{\text{train}} \text{ and } x_{\text{test}}\) contained the features from \textit{crypto_data} that will be used to make the predictions, while \(y_{\text{train}}\) and \(y_{\text{test}}\) contained only Microsoft’s stock return (the variable being predicted).

\textbf{Creating Model}

A Decision Tree Regressor was used as the Machine-Learning model for this project. To create this model, a new variable named \textit{model} was created, and it was set to the \texttt{DecisionTreeRegressor} method with \texttt{random_state} equal to 0. Next, the \texttt{fit} method of Sklearn was used to train the machine learning model, \textit{model}, using data in \textit{for_model} prior to October 1st, 2001 (with \(x_{\text{train}}\) as the independent variable and \(y_{\text{train}}\) as the dependent variable). The actual Microsoft stock return predictions, however, were made by using the \texttt{predict} method of Sklearn on \textit{model} and incorporating company data after October 1st, 2001 (with \(x_{\text{test}}\) as the only parameter and independent variable). Finally, all the Decision Tree Regressor’s predictions were then assembled into a database named \textit{predicted}.

\textbf{Testing Model}

To test the model, the resulting \textit{predicted} database from earlier was added into the \textit{testing} database under a column named “predicted”. Another column in the \textit{testing} database was created named “correct”, and this column was the multiplicative product of the Microsoft Return and Predicted columns of the \textit{testing} database. Because this multiplicative product represents stock return direction accuracy (positive means correctly predicted direction; negative means incorrectly predicted direction), I modified the \textit{testing} database to only include the data in the “correct” column that were greater than 0 (indicating correct direction predictions). I then divided the length of that resulting column by the length of the original “correct” column to find the percentage of correct direction predictions made by the Decision Tree Regressor. Lastly, the net Microsoft returns using the prediction model was plotted against the historical net Microsoft returns to visually observe the effects of the created stock prediction model. The upward consistency of the plot and the value of the percentage were the primary testing statistics used for both testing the machine learning model’s accuracy and hyperparameter tuning the \texttt{max_depth} and features of the model.

\textbf{Results}

After performing hyperparameter tuning by experimenting with different \texttt{max_depths} and model features, the Decision Tree Regressor with \texttt{max_depth} of 35 ended up producing the most accurate and consistent Microsoft stock return predictions. Furthermore, the most beneficial features kept in the final model were Microsoft Mean Last 10 Days, Microsoft Mean Last 20 Days, Microsoft Standard Deviation Last 10 Days, Microsoft Mean Last 10 Days Weighted, Microsoft Mean Volume Last 20 Days, Apple Mean Last 10 Days, Apple Mean Last 20 Days, Apple Mean Volume Last 10 Days, Apple Mean Volume Last 20 Days, Google Mean Volume Last 20 Days, IBM Mean Last 20 Days, and all 11 combination variables discussed earlier by combining basic/advanced variables. Using the determined \texttt{max_depth} and final features, the model’s highest percentage of correctly predicting Microsoft’s return directions was 56.68%, although the percentage varies on a day-to-day basis due to the constantly changing data. Furthermore, the plot was quite consistent despite the changing data, with the Microsoft net returns using the ML stock prediction model increasing relatively constantly and consistently being higher than the historical Microsoft net returns. In general, the Microsoft net returns using the prediction model would reach $1.75 per share by October 2023, whereas the historical Microsoft net returns would reach around $0.25 per share by October 2023.
In the end, the final direction-accuracy percentage of the Decision Tree Regressor model using Microsoft’s related company data was lower than the stock prediction models using Twitter data (Koukaras et al., 2022; Vu et al., 2012). However, the Decision Tree Regression method and the related company training data approach still proved to be successful in predicting Microsoft’s stock returns, as this study proved that the use of these ML stock prediction methods resulted in a direction-accuracy percentage safely over 50%, indicating a clear increase from the base assumption odds. Additionally, the plot of the Decision Tree Regressor’s Microsoft net returns vs the historical Microsoft net returns demonstrated that both the Decision Tree Regressor and related company model-training data significantly increased Microsoft’s net returns by over $1.50 per share in 2 years. Therefore, because both the Decision Tree Regression method and related company training data approach were previously unfamiliar to the current literature on ML stock prediction models, through these results, a new machine learning method and a new model-training data approach have been established as successful methods in predicting a certain stock metric (Microsoft’s stock returns).

Through this study, both the Decision Tree Regressor and the related company training data approach were shown to be effective methods in predicting Microsoft’s stock returns. In the future, further studies are needed to apply the machine learning approaches to stock prediction of other large-scale companies and/or different stock metrics. That way, the results of these studies can be extended beyond just Microsoft’s stock returns, and more conclusions can be drawn about the effectiveness of these unfamiliar methods in ML stock prediction. Additionally, future studies should also consider combining these approaches with other machine learning
methods, as these new stock prediction methods may prove even more successful in collaboration with other proficient methods in the existing literature.

Limitations

In this study, the Decision Tree Regressor and related company data training procedures were both tested at the same time, so the results of this study cannot distinguish the effects of each approach on the stock prediction model’s accuracy. Furthermore, this study used the Decision Tree Regressor and related company training data approach to only predict Microsoft’s stock returns. As a result, this study alone cannot ascertain that these methods will produce the same results when applied to companies outside of Microsoft or stock metrics other than stock returns. Lastly, this study used the Decision Tree Regressor and related company training data approaches to independently predict Microsoft returns without using any other data or machine learning models. Thus, the collaborative effects of incorporating these new-to-the-literature methods into other stock prediction models in the current literature cannot be determined.
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